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AWZ 523 
PSU-U-24V/AC-0,4A/1/FTA-TRZ-MOD 

v.2.0 
AC/AC power supply unit 

             24V/AC 400mA 
 

08102009 
               

          Edition: 3 from the 6th July 2009 
              Supercedes edition: 2 from 6th May 2008 

 
1. Technical description. 

1.1. General description. 
AWZ523 power supply unit is dedicated for supply of equipment requiring the stabilized voltage of 24V AC. The 

unit is designed as a power supplying element in CCTV systems. It is dedicated for supply video cameras mounted inside 
external casings: GL606, THxx, TSHxx series and any others in conformity with A-A fixing holes. It is equipped with 

outputs used for supplying: 
- closed circuit camera which requires 24V/AC/400mA supply. 

- casing heater that requires supply of 230V/AC, 0,4A max. 

 (bimetallic thermostat automatically closes the heater circuit: ton=15°C, toff=25°C (+/- 4°C). 

 

 

 

Information about series types: 

Model Description 

AWZ 521  

PSU-S-12V/L-0,3A/1/FTA-TRZ-MOD 

Stabilized power supply unit  for CCTV (module) AUX output: 

12VDC/ 300mA HEATER output: 230V/AC 0,4A max. Unit 

equipped with heater thermostat, for mounting inside casings of 
CCTV cameras. 

AWZ 522 

PSU-S-12V/L-0,5A/1/FTA-TRZ-MOD 

Stabilized power supply unit  for CCTV (module) AUX output: 

12VDC/ 500mA HEATER output: 230V/AC 0,4A max. Unit 
equipped with heater thermostat, for mounting inside casings of 

CCTV cameras.. 

AWZ 523 

PSU-U-24V/AC-0,4A/1/FTA-TRZ-MOD 

AC/AC power supply unit  for CCTV (module) AUX output: 24VAC/ 

400mA HEATER output: 230V/AC 0,4A max. Unit equipped with 

heater thermostat, for mounting inside casings of CCTV cameras. 
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1.2. Block diagram (fig.1). 

 

Fig.1. Block diagram of the power-supply unit. 

 

1.3. Typical application of AWZ 523 (fig.2). 

 

 
Fig.2. Power supply unit connection: 24V/AC camera and 230VAC heater in the external casing. 
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1.4. Description of elements and connector (fig.3, tab.1). 

 

Fig.3. The view of the power-supply unit. 

Tabela 1. 

No 
[fig.3] 

Element description 

[1] F1 fuse in the circuit of transformer primary winding and casing heater 

[2] 230V /AC L-N supply input 230V/AC 

[3] 
HEATER 230V/AC N-H casing heater supply output,  

voltage depends on supplying voltage, 

thermostat circuit closing/opening temperature: ton=15°C, toff=25°C (+/- 4°C) 

[4] Temperature sensor – bimetallic 

[5] Transformer TRZ 

[6] LED 24V/AC optical signaling - 14V/AC outputs 

[7] 24V/AC AC voltage output for camera 

[8] F2 fuse in AC circuit 
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1.5. Technical parameters:  
- electrical parameters (tab.3) 
- mechanical parameters (tab.4) 

Table 3. 

Supply voltage 230V/AC  (-15%/+10%) 

Supply frequency 50Hz (47÷53Hz) 

PSU power P 10VA maks. @24VAC 

Transformer primary winding circuit current  0,07A max. 

Output voltage  24V/AC  (± 1%) 

Output current 24V/AC 400mA max. 

Output voltage HEATER 230V/AC  (-15%/+10%) 

Output current HEATER 0,4A max. 

HEATER output connection/disconnection 

temperature (thermostat) 

ton=15°C, toff=25°C (+/- 4°C) 

SCP short-circuit protection  

24V/AC: F2 fuse, failure requires fuse element 
replacement 

HEATER: F1 fuse, failure requires fuse element 
replacement 

OLP overload protection 

24V/AC: F2 fuse, failure requires fuse element 

replacement 
HEATER: F1 fuse, failure requires fuse element 

replacement 

Optical indication  
- 24V/AC diode indicating the AC supply status 

 
- red, normal status, permanently illuminated 

Operation conditions 
II environment class, -10°C ÷40°C, convectional 

air flow around power supply unit for convection 
cooling should be guaranteed 

Fuse F1 T 500mA/250V 

Fuse F2 T 500mA/250V 

Table 4. 

Dimensions  70 x 83 x 42 (WxLxH)  

Fixation 37 x 33 (W1xL1) fixing holes x 2  

Connectors  Ф0,41÷1,63 (AWG 26-14) 

Net/gross weight 0,35kg/0,38kg 

 

2. Installation. 
 

2.1 Requirements. 
The power-supply shall be mounted by the qualified installer having appropriate (required and necessary for a 

given country) permissions and qualifications for connecting (operating) 230V/AC and low-voltage installations. The 

device shall be mounted in closed rooms, according to the environment class II, of the normal air humidity (RH=90% 
max. without condensation) and the temperature within the range from -10°C to +40°C. The module shall operate in a 

position so that free and convectional air flow around the module is guaranteed.  
Before installation is started, the balance of the module load shall be performed. During the normal operation, 

the sum of currents consumed by receivers shall not exceed maximal parameters. 
 

As the power-supply unit is designed for constant operation, it is not equipped with supply isolator, the proper 

overload protection in the supply circuit should be ensured. Also the user should be advised of the methods of 
disconnecting the PSU module  from the supply voltage (most frequently through the separation and indication of the 

relevant fuse in the fuse box). The wiring system should be completed in accordance with the applicable standards and 
regulations.  

 

In order to fulfill LVD and EMC requirements the rules for power-supply, encasing and shielding shall be observed 
according to application. 
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2.2 Installation procedure (in the CCTV casing). 

 
1. Before installation is started, make sure the voltage in the 230V/AC power-supply circuit be isolated. 

2. Remove the original thermostat and clamp board situated in the casing. 

3. Install the PSU by screwing it with the use of original assembly bolts (screws) through fixing holes. 

4. Connect heater casing wires to HEATER terminals 230V/AC N-H. 
5. Install camera casing in a desired location and connect jumper and signal wires through cable penetrations. 

6. Connect wires to 230V/AC L-N  terminals of the PSU module. Connect shock protection wire to the camera casing 
terminal marked with PE ground symbol. 

7. Install the short circuit camera (lens possible) on the casing mounting board. 
8. Connect 24V/AC camera output to the camera using suitable plug. 

9. Switch on supply and check (measure) PSU output voltages.  

10. Switch on supply and check (measure) PSU output voltages. 
11. Close camera casing. 

Remarks: 
Closing the casing do not damage wires situated inside the casing. 

 

 
 

Operation of the power-supply without the properly made and fully operational circuit of the 
shock protection is UNACCEPTABLE!. It can result in failure of devices and electric shock. 

 

 
 

 

3. Optical signaling of the power-supply operation. 

• 24V/AC- red diode: signalizes AC supply status at PSU output. In normal status the diode is permanently 

illuminated, in case of short-circuit or output overload the diode goes off. 
 

4. Service and operation. 
 

4.1 Overload or short-circuit: 
• 24V/AC outputs 

In the case of 24V/AC output overload, F2 fuse is damaged. The voltage restoration at the output requires fuse 

element replacement. 

 
• HEATER outputs 

In the case of the short-circuit or overload of the HEATER output the fuse F2 in the circuit is permanently 

damaged. The voltage restoration requires the fuse element replacement. 
 

4.2 Maintenance. 

Any maintenance operations can be performed after the power supply is disconnected from the power network. 
As for the power supply, it is not necessary to perform any special maintenance operations, but if the power supply 

interior is significantly dusty, it shall be vacuum-cleaned by compressed air. In case of fuse replacement, the spare parts 
shall be the same as original ones.  
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WEEE MARK 
The waste electric and electronic equipment shall not be discarded together with common home waste materials. 

According to the WEEE directive valid in EU, particular methods of utilization shall be applied for the waste 
electric and electronic equipment. 
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